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cycling, curling—
and put on your
detective hat: we’re
taking another crack
at the O. J. Simpson
murder case.
Play ball!

The magazine has been producing themed issues for
over ten years and novel premises are getting harder
to come by. This time around, we’ll look at anything
you care to throw at us—even romance (don’t make
us regret that concession).
Send your poetry, fiction, essays, illustrations and
photography to thebrokencitymag@yahoo.com.
Deadline is: June 1, 2018. Submitters will be
contacted after that date, with news of acceptance
or rejection.

The Memory of a Baseball Fan
J. J. Steinfeld
When my closest friend’s grandfather went crazy
during the 1960 Fall Classic, third game,
for the next game’s pre-game show
he invited all his friends to visit
and listen to the small man’s outpourings;
there on the sofa he lay
closed eyes to the ceiling, thoughts to the past,
a Yiddish-accented commentator
his voice soft as clouds above a forgotten stadium
his breath pushing away memory’s displeasure:
he named all the 1950 Brooklyn Dodgers
every significant stat and score, standings from that year,
and like a Biblical scholar gone rapturous
described Robinson sliding into second
Reese scooping up a grounder
and flipping the ball to Hodges
Snider hitting a home run
Newcombe striking out another batter
Furillo making a dazzling catch
Campanella throwing out a runner
highlights from a life
God listening to the game with one ear
like an ordinary baseball fan
caught up in the beauty and excitement
of a world less defective than the ordinary.

My closest friend’s grandfather
fearsome in his smallness
and shouts for retrieval
born in a baseball-less shtetl in Poland
he had leapt from a painting by Chagall
if he could still leap
except with his words
like fly balls to all fields
and he could bunt
throw knuckleballs
knuckleballs that gyrated
defied gravity
danced through time.
When my closest friend’s grandfather went crazy
I first glimpsed the gracefulness of memory and madness.

Fiction writer/poet/playwright and lifelong Blue Jays fan, J. J. Steinfeld, lives on Prince Edward Island, where he is patiently
waiting for Godot’s arrival, a phone call from Kafka, and the Blue Jays to win the World Series again. While waiting, he published
18 books, including Identity Dreams and Memory Sounds (poetry, Ekstasis Editions, 2014), Madhouses in Heaven, Castles in Hell
(stories, Ekstasis Editions, 2015), An Unauthorized Biography of Being (stories, Ekstasis Editions, 2016), and Absurdity, Woe Is
Me, Glory Be (Poetry, Guernica Editions, 2017).
“The Memory of a Baseball Fan” was first published in Unarmed: Adventurous Poetry Journal. It was also included in When I
Was a Child: A Poetic Collection of Childhood Impressions (PoetWorks Press, 2003) and The Grey Wolfe Storybook (Grey Wolfe
Publishing, 2014).
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Show Jacket
Donna J. Gelagotis Lee
When my horse cantered, my jacket would flap
like a bird’s wing spreading, the bird
soaring. I was in: visible in
that jacket, a judge stopper.
Over the jumps, the flap rose,
red against navy blue,
the contrast striking,
my body balanced.
My jacket was tailored, pressed,
always clean. The only time I wore it
was at shows. No
chance of soil or wrinkle or tear.
In a field of fifty horses, I
was a floater in the judge’s eye,
as if I were ocean and sky—
on my smooth-moving thoroughbred:
as mythic as Icarus’s flight.
I was a figure statuesque.
My horse and I, the very definition of grace.
In my navy jacket, I could convince.
Did you see that girl? She’s already won.
I tell you if I had that show jacket
again it wouldn’t matter, my horse
thirty years gone, my muscles no longer
accustomed to the horse’s girth,
the two-, three-, and four-beat gaits. Now I
couldn’t stand in two-point for a minute
and have lost my balance for the canter.
At a gallop, I would fly off with the wind,
soaring bright, as if something
you were not quite sure you did see,
the pummeling of sky into sea.
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Donna J. Gelagotis Lee’s book, On the Altar
of Greece, winner of the Gival Press Poetry
Award, was honored in the Notable for
Art category of the 2007 Eric Hoffer Book
Award, and was nominated for a number
of other awards. Her poetry has appeared
in journals internationally, including The
Dalhousie Review, Existere: Journal of
Arts and Literature, Feminist Studies,
The Massachusetts Review, and Vallum:
contemporary poetry. donnajgelagotislee.com

S e e i n g Yo u a t t h e S h o w G r o u n d s
Donna J. Gelagotis Lee
April, I believe, the hills beginning to color and
scent. A field of trailers. Yours, now empty.
And there, your 16.3-hand Oldenburg mare,
magnificently statuesque and of noble lineage,
as you, casual and relaxed, heave the last tack
out of the trailer, grab a brush while your husband,
long accustomed to your horses, holds the lead rope
near the halter, her head looming, her body a figure
of strength, weight, power. I expect
her to explode, to run or bolt, all energy
at the pulse point, but you lay a brush along her body
and, finally, a hand and she nearly falls asleep at the touch.
And I do not imagine that, once mounted, she’ll spring forward,
agile and limber and reaching with ease through her
routine with a supple half-pass, invisible
transitions, an air-born extension at the trot. And then
the trainer dismounts and you pull the reins over the mare’s
head and soon she is walking beside you,
and an aura surrounds you both, an aura not only of color
but also of movement—pale greens and blues in
a peaceful palette. There you go…
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M c K e n z i e’s H i s t o r i c H i g h w a y B i c y c l e R o u t e
Laura Madeline Wiseman
after Barbara Crooker
First attempt at the Cascades in skullcap
and jersey jacket, shorts and clips, and you follow
each tree-lined curve as if it were a test.
You’re in your late thirties and teach writing.
This road-trip is as unusual as the Spanish moss,
but this summer will be the thesaurus of your days.
Four miles of relentless grades and at an elevation sign,
your muscles finally warm, you stop to rehydrate
and turn on an audiobook written by a teacher,
breathing in the mountains of silver fir, hemlock,
and red cedar. The magic of Oregon forests fills
the cool air with this unexpected timeline
on a bicycle route—shoulders of ferns
and laurels bounce in the unknown breeze,
birds in the canopy sing unusual songs.
Everything here named in Latin or Greek,
and you climb, studying the territorial melodies
or tones shared and traded with lifelong mates.
All-terrain vehicles slide into the other lane
and the woods shift type, just as the map notes.
Around mile fourteen, the sky appears, and you stop to rest.
Insects bite, and you sweat, then miles start
to accrue again like necessary percentage points.
The road slants and cyclists whiz by in bright hues
as if ascending these mountains is an unforgiving
assignment few can complete—you have seen such looks
in students—but you drop into granny gears,
head down. Then as the lava fields appear like soil
broken open to lay the foundation for a new kind
of school, this is the final mile: McKenzie’s Pass.
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Riding with Authors on Bicycles
Laura Madeline Wiseman
Your friends post on social media though you’re unable to
scroll the feed and rarely comment anyway. You say,
Just trying to get these miles in, then ride with fantasy,
memoir, or nonfiction. The books become friends,
they whisper from your shoulder with written truths
and from experiences of wonder and natural awe
until the ride becomes a blend of words and songs
of unknown birds and riffles of water. So the miles
merge into a story of here and there and voices
who lived here or who knew what to do in such land
or how to understand the gods or where it’s possible
to cross water and why it would be a necessary crossing
and when you remember to check social media you remember
email but not from where friends typed their words
or what birds chirped from their nearby trees, but that
there’s not a connect here at all, not one signal
and how that’s a kind of perfect signal—unknown
authors traveled somewhere, lived their lives offline
then sat down to get the words to connect. So for miles
near Hells Canyon, a century, you ride among them
to listen without comment and there’s nothing to think at all.
Laura Madeline Wiseman’s book Velocipede, published by
Stephen F. Austin State University Press, is a 2016 Foreword
INDIES Book of the Year Award finalist. Her book Leaves of
Absence: An Illustrated Guide to Common Garden Affection
(Red Dashboard), with artist Sally Deskins, is an Honor Book for
the 2017 Nebraska Book Award.
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“According to Mae: The Simpson Case” (preceding pages) first appeared in Ragazine.CC, Volume 13, Number 6.
Allen Forrest is a writer and graphic artist for covers and illustrations in literary publications and books, and the winner of
the 2015 Leslie Jacoby Honor for Art at San Jose State University’s Reed Magazine, whose Bel Red landscape paintings are part
of the Bellevue College Foundation’s permanent art collection in Bellevue, WA. He lives in Vancouver.
Poetry and Prose: art-grafiken.blogspot.ca/2016/04/poetry-and-prose.html
Graphic Narrative: art-grafiken.blogspot.ca/2016/12/graphic-narrative.html

Mouki K. Butt
Mouki K. Butt is an illustrator who currently lives on Vancouver Island. Her favourite sport is an improvised combination of
softball, football, frisbee, soccer, vocal projection, and squinting at the sun. moukikbutt.com
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